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The Belfast-Boston Technology Connection:
A Trans-Atlantic Innovation Corridor

In the driving seat with
a growing business

Northern Ireland and America continue to forge strong
partnerships in ICT. KATHLEEN HAGAN, founder and
president of Hagan & Company, an international marketing
and management consulting firm based in Boston examines
the successful collaboration

Car leasing and rental has become a popular
option for many companies as a cost effective
way to do business. ADRIENNE McGILL hears
from vehicle management company owner
Charlie McCullagh about his journey on the
road to success
AN entrepreneur who runs a car leasing franchise based in Londonderry is driving ahead
with expansion plans as the motor market
turns the corner.
Charlie McCullagh, who established Car
Lease 4 You last year, has plans to create an
additional 5 franchises across Northern
Ireland over the next 12 months.
Mr McCullagh operates the car and van leasing group for business and private customers
from premises on Londonderry’s Spencer
Road. The business offers a range of services
such as contract hire, lease purchase, sale and
lease back, short term rentals and fleet management and supplies to customers from all
over the UK and the Republic of Ireland.
“I started the first franchise last year and I
hope to push out the other 5 across Northern
Ireland in 2011 in areas including Belfast,
Dungannon, Omagh, Lurgan and Coleraine,’’
says Mr McCullagh.
He says the business has benefitted through
help from Invest Northern Ireland’s Start a
Business programme.
“When I decided to set up the business I
received help from the Go For It programme this proved invauable. I had mainly a car sales
background with a variety of car dealerships
and managing a business was new to me. A lot
of people may think that such organisations
are only interested in young people with new
business ideas, but I am proof that this isn’t
the case. The Start a Business programme is a
superb initiation for anyone with a business
idea, regardless of their age, background or
experience. It was certainly instrumental in
getting my business off the ground and it
taught me so much about the basics of setting
up and running a business. I espeiclaly found
the help to do with Vat, taxation and market-

ing to be especially valuable and to gain
knowledge and engage in networking was of
vital importance.’’
Mr McCullagh says the poularity of car leasing has grown as companies increasingly see it
as a cost efficient way of keeping their business on the road.
“There has been a significant upturn in the
number of companies asking us about contract hire. With an affordable monthly fixed Entrepreneur Charlie McCullagh, who runs Car Lease 4 You in Londonderry, has plans to create
rate, protection against unforeseen expenses
an additional five franchises
such as tyres or vehicle maintenance and ultimately, indemnity against any losses incurred
indeed it has no real cost apart from time and
with the vehicle disposal, you can see why con- look an innovative ways of growing.
“It was a big gamble for me to start the busi- effort. Growth has been steady, with the abilitract hire is very attractive.
“Some of the businesses we are talking to are ness – it was not an easy choice but I realised ty to service customers in the north and
having a particularly challenging time in this that to truly enjoy what I do, I needed to do south.”
Next month the company is holding a ‘drive
economic climate so we have some additional this for myself instead of for someone else.
“I did this for my own sense of job satisfac- day’ at the Everglades Hotel in Londonderry
options for them to consider, such as previoustion.
You
have
to
live
your
own
dream
–
there
ly enjoyed or used vehicles for either a short
and has used social media outlets such as faceterm or a 3 year contract. These are great ways was a lot of risk in setting up the business but book and twitter to spread word about the
I made sure the finances were in place and event.
to keep their staff mobile.
“We work with companies to manage their that I could do this without risking my family
The drive day on October 2, which runs from
vehicle’s mileage and condition, together with life and my home.
10am to 2pm, will enable existing and poten“There is no doubt that the business envi- tial customers to view and drive the newest
organising regular servicing and maintenance
over the contract period. This means that we ronment has been difficult - and it can be quite fleet brands on the market. Among the cars
have a wide range of cars from 12 months to 36 troublesome for companies to get funding in will be the new Alfa Romeo Giulietta - the fammonths old for contract hire as well as daily place in order to replace their fleet of vehicles ily hatchback has been designed to take on the
rental through our Car Lease 4 You Rental pro- or to finance company cars.
“However, we have had significant success in Ford Focus and VW Golf while the Ford, Skoda
gramme.”
the
Republic of Ireland market and have also and Hyundai range will also be available to
Before setting up the Car Lease 4 You franchise, Mr McCullagh had worked for a number grown across the UK so demand for our serv- test out.
Mr McCullagh says the event will be an
of car dealerships in Northern Ireland includ- ices is there.
“We have had very good feedback from our excellent opportunity to highlight the benefits
ing Ford, Renault, and Volkswagen - but saw
of car leasing and rental for businesses.
that there was a gap in the market for a car customers and our new business is growing.
“Customers can come along, see the vehicles
“We have looked at all our costs from energy
lease business in the North West of the
costs to printing costs. We also looked at alter- and drive them and I will be there to answer
province and decided to start his business.
However, starting a company in the midst of native ways of getting new customers. One of any questions. This is a new event for the
an economic crisis has been a challenge but these was social media, it has proved time and North West and we are very exciited about it,’’
Mr McCullagh says this has made the firm time again to be a vauable tool to us and he adds.

Sector Analysis – Manufacturing
Bryan Gray,
Chief
Executive,
Northern
Ireland
Manufacturing
THESE are hard times, with job losses and the fear of public spending
cuts permeating every corner of the
economy and our society. But while
the prospect of the looming cuts may
be fearsome, my sympathies lie with
the 9,500 workers in manufacturing
and the 23,000 others in the private
sector who have already lost during
the downturn of the last three years.
The latest figures thankfully show

that manufacturing has at last
turned the corner, with modest jobs
growth on the back of strong exports
in some sectors.
Meanwhile, our near neighbours
south of the border have had a reality check on the so-called “Smart
Economy” with senior economists
and captains of industry from companies as diverse as Intel and Aer
Lingus, agreeing that the way forward is to rebuild the island’s manufacturing base and that growth in
the economy depends on blue collar
jobs in traditional industries.
Sadly, some of our local politicians,
while agonising over the cuts, are
still pursuing the impossible dream
of the high tech, high value economy.
Others, while agreeing publicly
that the private sector is the way forward and needs to be rebuilt, have

yet to provide the protection and
leadership needed to replace our
diminishing public sector with jobs
growth in manufacturing, which has
always proved in the past to be the
cornerstone of our economy.
The Independent Review of
Economic Policy commissioned by
DETI gathered together much useful data and drew some profound
conclusions, notably that the core
economic functions should be
brought under a single Minister and
‘Department for the Economy’. No
party has argued against the logic of
this proposal yet no progress has
been made on this re-organisation.
In 2008, NIM called for a proper
appreciation to be made of the contribution that manufacturing makes
to our economy, and indeed our society. We suggested this should take
the form of an annual Ministerial

DESPITE the economic turmoil in
the U.S. in the past two years, the
Greater Boston area continues to
enjoy a vibrant high technology
sector which has helped insulate
the Massachusetts and New
England economy from the worst
of the global recession. Greater
Boston is home to more than thirty-two colleges and universities
including many diverse and internationally recognized research
institutions such as: Harvard
University, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) and
Boston University.
The “knowledge economy” in
Boston benefits from an experienced investment community of
seasoned venture capitalists and
angel investors and a tradition of
entrepreneurship – known to
Bostonians as “Yankee Ingenuity”!
Greater Boston is a leading U.S.
center for innovation in: information technology (software and communications), life sciences (biotech
and medical devices), healthcare
and medical technology, defense
electronics, marine science, robotics, digital games and energy technology
(photonics,
power
generation and renewable energy).
In the past ten years Northern
Ireland’s economy has experienced promising growth in the
high technology sector with an
increase in the number and kind of
innovative technology companies
spun – out from the University of
Ulster
and
Queen’s
University…along with a good
number of successful “gurus in the The greater Boston area continues to
garage”! Many of these technology United States
entrepreneurs from Northern
Ireland have been drawn to, and Technology, (www.andor.com) a
have established corporate pres- Queen’s University spin-out that
ences in, the Greater Boston and develops and manufactures high
performance digital scientific camMassachusetts area.
Boston is a natural launch-point eras for academic, industrial, life
and
government
and commercial gateway to the science,
U.S. marketplace for Irish technol- researchers around the world.
Andor is a publically traded comogy firms.
Belfast entrepreneurs who have pany on the London Stock
located in Boston represent a Exchange’s AIM market and grew
range of advanced technologies at 24 per cent this past year despite
and unique products applications – the global recession. In the U.S.
from educational software and ana- Andor has grown and expanded its
lytical instruments to medical market presence significantly in
devices and biometrics security recent years and this year expandsystems. Most importantly, they all ed further by acquiring two U.S.
laser imaging companies: Photonic
have been enjoying success.
For example: Antrim based Instruments and Imaginative
TextHELP Systems (www.tex- Optics.
In the medical device area,
thelp.com) has developed innovative software for learners of all Intelesens (www.intelesens.com) is
ages with reading, attention, or an exciting spin-off of the
language difficulties. From a mod- University of Ulster that has develest start in Boston nine years ago oped a state-of-the-art intelligent,
TextHELP’s software programs are wearable, non-invasive, wireless
now used in school districts across vital signs monitoring device for
use primarily in remote patient
the U.S.
In addition, TextHELP’s new monitoring and personal teleproduct for speech enabling web- health applications. Intelesens
sites, BrowseAloud, has been a big began its expansion to the U.S. in
success and has recently been the early days of the company’s
adopted by the Washington, D.C. development mindful that partnerMetro Transit System, the U.S. ing with a leading U.S. teaching
Senate
and
House
of hospital would offer special credibility in launching its first product
Representatives.
Another success story is Andor in the highly competitive U.S.

speech to the Assembly setting out
the ‘State of Manufacturing’, allowing for an informed debate about
policy. Even this simple proposal has
yet to be acted upon.
High public spending and an
unparalleled consumer boom disguised the weaknesses in our economy, creating an appearance of
prosperity that is now being eroded
as public spending is curtailed and
debt entraps households.
None would doubt that the need for
change is greater than ever. It might
be expected, therefore, that manufacturing would call for smart grids,
a development of the knowledge
economy, greater risk taking by
Invest NI, reduced regulation and a
raft of other detailed measures. All
these ideas are valuable priorities for
our economic development.
However, in calling for these we

risk simply repeating the exhortations and policy tinkering that has
bedevilled recent decades. In these
difficult times we simply do not have
the luxury of establishing panels
and developing new strategies that
will remain unimplemented.
Manufacturing is not some sort of
sleeping beauty which can easily be
awoken in the economy. It needs a
consistent, yet flexible, policy framework together with a low, competitive and stable cost base. We need
action and real leadership now if we
are to identify and take advantage of
the opportunities already passing us
by in key sectors such as renewables, which have the potential to
provide the economic growth and
prosperity we need to secure our
future.

INTERNATIONAL
NEWS IN BRIEF

Banks fined
for price fixing
FRANCE’S competition watchdog has
fined a group of leading banks including
BNP Paribas and Societe Generale 385
million euros (£321 million) for illegally
fixing the price for cheque clearing services between 2002 and 2007.
The Autorite de la Concurrence competition watchdog said the 11 banks, which
also included the Banque de France,
Credit Agricole SA and HSBC, illegally
instituted a 4.3-cent-per-cheque fee following the switch to digital interbank processing system in 2002.
The watchdog said the fee did not “correspond
to BP
anyyesteray
rendered
service”
andof
OIL giant
said
the Gulf
artificially
increased
costs
forbillion
banks,
Mexico disaster
had cost
it 9.5
US
“with
the
potential
dollars
(£6.1
billion)effect
so far of
as influencing
it confirmed
the
level
of
the
banking
services
prices.”
the leaking well had been stopped for
good.
The group's outgoing chief executive
Tony Hayward hailed the successful operation to kill the well as a “significant milestone” after a five-month battle that
started when one of its deep-sea oil rigs
exploded.
But he stressed the firm’s clean-up
efforts were not over yet as the region has
yet to return to normal following the
biggest oil spill in America's history.
Mr Hayward said: “This is a significant
milestone in the response to the
Deepwater Horizon tragedy and is the
final step in a complex and unprecedented subsea operation – finally confirming
that this well no longer presents a threat
to the Gulf of Mexico.”
He added: “There is still more to be
done. BP’s commitment to complete our
work and restore the damage done to the
Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf coast and the
livelihoods of the people across the region
remains unchanged.”
Oil has not been flowing into the Gulf of
Mexico since July 21, but BP said it had
finally sealed the well permanently after
pumping cement into the bottom and
intercepting it with a relief well.
The company’s shares rose two per cent
today, with its stock price clawing back
some of the devastating falls seen after
the leak erupted.
The Deepwater Horizon rig blew up on
April 20, killing 11 workers. It is estimated that 206 million gallons of oil has
spewed into the Gulf since the disaster.
BP’s latest update on the cost of its
response efforts cover the expenses
involved in the well kill operation, as well
as compensation for those impacted and
clean-up measures, which have involved
around 25,200 people, more than 2,600
vessels and dozens of aircraft.
But the firm has also set aside another
20 billion US dollars (£12.8 billion) for a
compensation fund, while the eventual
cost to its reputation and in lost work
from the incident is still uncertain.
The oil spill led to the resignation of Mr
Hayward and a moratorium on deepwater
offshore drilling.
BP accepted it was partly at fault for the
disaster in an internal report, admitting
its workers misinterpreted a key pressure
test of the well.
However, it also pointed the finger at its
partners on the rig in what is expected to
lead to a prolonged legal battle.

Oil spill costs
BP £6bn so far

enjoy a vibrant technology sector, despite the economic turmoil in the
medical device marketplace.
Another growing Belfast technology firm that recently established
its U.S. presence in Boston is
award winning Core Systems,
(www.coresystems.biz), a developer
of innovative biometric security
and interactive inmate communication and services technologies to
help correctional facilities create
more secure environments and
efficient inmate management
processes. Core Systems launched
its U.S. subsidiary TUSA-USA in
Boston in 2009 after two years of
intensive market research and
business development lining up
key strategic partners in corrections commissary, legal publishing, and kiosk manufacturing.
Companies
like
TextHELP,
Andor, Intelesens and Core
Systems have been successful in
very different markets and each
operates under different conditions that required different strategies and investment of resources.
However, they have all displayed
some common characteristics and
made similar planning decisions
while establishing themselves in
the U.S. marketplace. In each case:
1. The CEO has been actively
engaged in – and in some cases
leading – the U.S. development
effort.

2. The companies were “in it for
the long haul” and did not let frustrating set-backs or challenges discourage their efforts to build a
presence in the U.S. marketplace.
3. The company either had a
board member from the U.S. or a
key U.S. strategic partner to give a
U.S.-centric perspective to understanding the market opportunity
and to making key decisions.
4. The company sought to continuously and relentlessly improve
their product(s) through investment and serious attention to
R&D.
5. Understood that relationships
matter and sought to build trusted
relationships for the long-term.
The Belfast to Boston technology
corridor continues to grow with
Total Mobile and AXIS Three opening U.S. sales offices in Boston in
2009 and other Northern Ireland
companies in 2010 assessing the
Boston area for their U.S.- H.Q.
While there are other excellent
locations in the U.S, such as
Silicon Valley, that are strategic for
some N.I. technology companies,
Boston continues to attract and
welcome the steady stream of talented
entrepreneurs
from
Northern Ireland who are part of
the growing Boston – Belfast
Technology Connection.

